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I, the undersigned hereby confirm that Pravinkumar Hansraj Mohite, MSc. has fulfilled all his obligations and requisites following from study regulations concerning postgraduate studies. The dissertation thesis he has submitted for defense examination has the following title:

"Utilization of α-amino acids in the synthesis of nitrogen heterocycles"

His doctoral adviser is Assoc. Prof. Ing. Filip Bureš, Ph.D.

Formal aspects of the submitted dissertation thesis are in accordance with the requirements of Article 15 of the present Study and Examination Regulations of the University of Pardubice. Pravinkumar Hansraj Mohite, MSc. is a coauthor of 2 papers thematically connected with the dissertation thesis and these papers were published in international impact factor journals (Synthesis and Synlett). He presented and discussed the results of his dissertation work at a meeting of Institute of Organic Chemistry and Technology on December 2, 2016. On the basis of his presentation and the above-mentioned facts I recommend the dissertation thesis of Pravinkumar Hansraj Mohite, MSc. for the defense examination.
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